Introducing **Alive.** Coordinated Bath and Shower
Alive from Jaquar. Bath fittings that celebrate the beauty of asymmetry.

Jaquar takes faucet design in a daring, new direction with Alive. Straddling the junction between straight lines and sensuous curves, Alive reflects the exciting new possibilities that asymmetry offers - to infuse unexpectedness and stir up the senses with lines that disrupt symmetry. Alive's curves, coordinated across a wide range of fixtures, celebrate the evolution of individuality and add intrigue and excitement to any bath decor that aims to make a statement.

**SINGLE LEVER**

*Basin Area*

- **ALI-85005B**
  Single Lever Tall Boy with 125mm Extension Body Fixed Spout without Pop-up Waste System with 600mm Long Braided Hoses

- **ALI-85011B**
  Single Lever Basin Mixer without Pop-up Waste System with 375mm Long Braided Hoses
  Also available:
  Add - 85061B
  Single Lever Basin Mixer with Pop-up Waste System with 375mm Long Braided Hoses

*Bath & Shower Area*

- **ALI-85119**
  Single Lever Wall Mixer With Provision of Hand Shower But W/O Hand Shower

- **ALI-85227**
  Single Lever Concealed Douch Mixer with Provision for Connection to Overhead Shower only

- **ALI-85229**
  Single Lever Concealed Douch Mixer with Provision for Connection to Spout only

- **ALI-85233K**
  Exposed Part Kit Of Single Lever Basin Mixer Wall-Mounted Consisting Of Operating Lever, Wall Flange, Nipple & Spout (Suitable For Item ALD-233)
Discover design that goes beyond the predictability of symmetry.

Symmetry is calm and orderly. Symmetry is consistent and comforting. Symmetry follows the rules. That’s why symmetry can sometimes be predictable. And boring.

Design takes a bold step towards excitement when it tries asymmetry. Because asymmetry challenges the rules. It refuses to look in the mirror and be perfectly identical on both sides. Asymmetry defies logic. And still manages to be balanced and beautiful. How, we wonder?

That’s why asymmetry is cool. It is the most edgy, intriguing character in design. We can’t take our eyes off asymmetry. It’s complicated and hard to understand, but exciting and easy to fall in love with.

Asymmetry is design that makes us feel… Alive!